CS 3724 – Introduction to Human-Computer Interaction

Project Deliverable #1 – Grading Form

Team Name ______________________________

Overall Grade ______________________________

Binder and Formatting (10 points)

_______ Correct binder type
_______ Label on outside of binder with required information
_______ Tab for this deliverable
_______ Cover page for this deliverable with required information
_______ Contents of section in correct order
_______ Overall formatting

Root Concept (45 points)

_______ High-level vision is clear, focused, and complete
_______ Basic rationale includes clear, relevant statements
_______ Clear description of each stakeholder
_______ Completeness of stakeholder list
_______ Starting assumptions are clear
_______ Starting assumptions are correct and appropriate
_______ Root concept is well structured and easy to read
_______ Root concept is coherent and cohesive
_______ Grammar, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, language

Product Concept Statement (45 points)

_______ Clear description of the system in the first sentence
_______ Name of the system is included
_______ Clear description of who the users are
_______ Clear description of what users can do with the system
_______ Clear description of why the system is useful
_______ Statements/claims are not vague
_______ Is not longer than 75 words
_______ Grammar, spelling, punctuation, capitalization, language

Comments